
Color : Ivory

UPC Code : 078477694541

Country Of Origin : China

Available Colors :

Light Almond White

AFSW1-I
15 Amp Switch, 20 Amp Feed-Through, 125 Volt OBC AFCI with Switch,
Monochromatic, back and side wired, nylon wallplate/faceplate included, self-grounding
clip included – Ivory

The SmartlockPro® Outlet Branch Circuit (OBC) Combination AFCI/Switch offers
advanced technology to help protect against electrical fires resulting from arc-faults plus
the convenience of a single pole switch to control the lights. This combination is ideal
for kitchens, family rooms, bedrooms, dining rooms and hallways. The AFCI Switch
may be used for new circuits or modifications to existing circuits where a switch is the
first outlet on a branch circuit. Designed to detect a wide range of potentially hazardous
arc-faults resulting from damage in branch circuit wiring as well as extensions to
branches such as appliances and cord sets, the OBC AFCI responds by interrupting
power. This helps reduce the likelihood of the home’s electrical system being an ignition
source of a fire. Often unseen, arc-faults can occur anywhere in the home’s electrical
system including within walls, at loose electrical connections or within electrical cords
accidently damaged by impinging furniture. AFCIs are now required by the National
Electrical Code® in many areas of the home.

Technical Information

Product Features

Amperage : 20 A

At Rated Voltage : 1 HP

Color : Ivory

Grounding : Self-Grounding

Neutral : Required

Pole : 2

Series : AFSW1

Standards and Certifications : UL/CSA

Strap Material : Galvanized Steel

Termination : Back & Side

Type : Combination Switch

Voltage : 125 VAC

Wallplate : Included

Warranty : 2-Year Limited

Wire : 3

AC Horsepower Ratings

At Rated Voltage : 1 HP

Dielectric Voltage : Withstands
1250VAC per UL 1699A

Temperature Rise : Max 30C after 100
cycles OL at 150 percent rated current

Electrical Specifications

Dielectric Voltage : Withstands
1250VAC per UL 1699A

Flammability : Rated V-2 per UL 94

Operating Temperature : -35C to +66C

Temperature Rise : Max 30C after 100
cycles OL at 150 percent rated current

Environmental Specifications

Body Material : Polycarbonate

Clamps : Brass

Face Material : Thermoplastic

Flammability : Rated V-2 per UL 94

Grounding Screw : Plated Steel

Terminal Screws : Plated Steel

Yoke : Zinc-Plated Steel

Material Specifications

Body Material : Polycarbonate

Clamps : Brass

Face Material : Thermoplastic

Grounding Screw : Plated Steel

Notes : Wallplate included

Product ID : Ratings are permenantly
marked on device

Terminal ID : Brass-Hot, Green-Ground,
Silver-Neutral

Terminal Screws : Plated Steel

Yoke : Zinc-Plated Steel

Mechanical Specifications

Amperage : 20 A

Color : Ivory

Grounding : Self-Grounding

Neutral : Required

Pole : 2

Product ID : Ratings are permenantly
marked on device

Series : AFSW1

Standards and Certifications : UL/CSA

Strap Material : Galvanized Steel

Terminal ID : Brass-Hot, Green-Ground,
Silver-Neutral

Termination : Back & Side

Torque Range : 14 – 18 in.-lbs

Voltage : 125 VAC

Warranty : 2-Year Limited

Wire : 3

Standards and Certifications

CSA Technical Information Letter No.
M-02A : Yes

NOM : 003 - ANCE

https://www.leviton.com/en/products/afsw1-t
https://www.leviton.com/en/products/afsw1-w


Notes : Wallplate included

Operating Temperature : -35C to +66C

Switch : UL 20, CSA-C22.2 No. 111

UL1699.A : File E342815

Features and Benefits

Combination AFCI and single pole switch for new circuits or modifications to

existing circuits where a switch is the first outlet in a branch circuit

-

Use of TEST and RESET buttons is similar to traditional GFCI receptacles of

which consumers have become familiar with. This translates into greater

acceptance of the technology and a more user-friendly platform

-

Automatically tests the AFCI every time the RESET button is depressed; the

AFCI will not reset if the AFCI circuit is not functioning properly

-

By blocking reset of the AFCI if protection has been compromised, the

SmartlockPro OBC AFCI reduces the possibility of end-users incorrectly

assuming that a reset AFCI is providing protection when its functionality has

been compromised

-

A line-load reversal diagnostic feature is provided which prevents the AFCI from

being reset and stops power from being fed to the AFCI receptacle face or

through to downstream devices; a green LED indicator on the AFCI’s face also

illuminates to alert the installer to a line-load wiring reversal when the device is in

the tripped state

-

Device design reduces nuisance tripping-

Impact-resistant thermoplastic cover and body-

Superior resistance to electrical surges and over-voltages-

Terminals allow for easy wiring options – back and side wire capable-

Compatible with all Decora® devices and wallplates; available in select colors-

Meets or exceeds UL requirements for tripping time on both series and parallel

arcs

-



Arc Fault Circuit Interrupter (AFCI) Frequently Asked Questions

What is an arc-fault?
The UL Standard for AFCIs defines an arc-fault as an unintentional arcing condition in a circuit (wiring). Arcing creates high intensity heat (may
exceed 10,000 degrees Fahrenheit) resulting in burning particles that may over time ignite surrounding material such as wood framing or
insulation. Samples of types of arcing that can occur:
 

What causes an arc-fault?
There are a wide range of conditions that may cause arcing.
Wire Degradation

Natural degradation through age-

Humidity or heat-

Extended mechanical stress-

Extended voltage stress-

Physical Damage

Animals chewing through insulation-

Nails, tacks from construction or picture hanging driven into a wall puncturing or damaging a wire(s)-

Extension or power supply cord damage from sharp bends or furniture pressing on or against cords-

General cord damage-

Poor wiring or connection at devices/j-boxes-

What is an Arc Fault Circuit Interrupter (AFCI) outlet and how does it work?
AFCI outlets are designed to recognize many types of potentially hazardous arc-faults and respond by interrupting power, reducing the likelihood
of the home's electrical system being an ignition source of a fire. Often unseen, arc-faults can occur anywhere in the home's electrical system
including within walls, at loose electrical connections or within electrical cords accidently damaged by impinging furniture.

Why do I need AFCI outlets?
AFCI outlets provide arc-fault protection which is extremely important since arc-faults are often unseen and can occur anywhere in the home's
electrical system including within walls and at loose electrical connections. The Leviton OBC AFCI outlet offers the benefit of localized TEST and
RESET, providing a convenient option to AFCI breakers.

Does an AFCI outlet provide GFCI protection?
No, an AFCI outlet provides protection against arc-faults. A GFCI outlet provides protection against ground faults. However, they can be used
together on the same circuit.

What is the difference between an AFCI outlet and a GFCI outlet?
The function of a GFCI is to directly protect people from the potentially fatal hazards of electric shock that could occur if parts of an electrical
appliance or tool they are using become energized due to a ground fault. The function of an AFCI is to provide protection against dangerous arc-
faults that could initiate an electrical fire, potentially injuring people and damaging homes.

Does every outlet in my home have to be an AFCI?
No, every outlet doesn't need to be an AFCI. All AFCIs provide "feed-through" protection, which means they provide protection for all wiring and
extensions attached to the load side. If an AFCI replaces the first outlet in the branch circuit, it will provide protection to the remaining outlets on
that circuit as well as protection against series arcs on the wiring feeding the AFCI.

How do I know where the first outlet in the branch circuit is?
Unless you are familiar with your home's wiring, contact an electrician. If you are comfortable with replacing receptacles, to begin, TURN THE
BREAKER OFF. Remove the outlet that you believe is the most likely to be first in the circuit. Cap the wires. Turn the breaker back on and test
the other outlets. If you chose correctly, all the others will be dead. If you chose incorrectly, put the original outlet back in and try another and
repeat the process.

What's the difference between an AFCI breaker and an AFCI outlet?
An AFCI breaker is located in the service panel and when tripped, requires the user to reset the breaker at the panel. An AFCI outlet replaces a
standard outlet and when tripped, requires the user to reset by pressing a button located on the outlet.

Are AFCI outlets tamper-resistant?
Leviton AFCI outlets are tamper-resistant to meet the latest National Electrical Code® child safety requirements. The shutter mechanism inside
the outlet blocks access to the contacts unless a two-pronged plug is inserted.

What is a combination type AFCI?
This is an AFCI that protects against both series and parallel arcing. Current editions of the NEC® require that when using an AFCI breaker it
must be a combination type.

Are AFCI outlets required by the electric code?
The NEC provides options for using either combination type AFCI breakers or OBC AFCI outlets, or receptacles. For more information on code
requirements go to www.leviton.com/afci or http://www.nema.org/Technical/FieldReps/Pages/National-Electrical-Code.aspx

Are Leviton AFCI outlets UL listed?

http://www.leviton.com/afci
http://www.nema.org/Technical/FieldReps/Pages/National-Electrical-Code.aspx


Yes, all Leviton AFCI outlets meet UL Standard 1699A (Arc-Fault Circuit-Interrupters, Outlet Branch Circuit Type) for AFCI and meet UL
Standard 498 for outlet.

Why would I use AFCI outlet instead of breaker?
The AFCI outlet can be a great alternative depending on the circumstance. AFCI outlets work with any type of wiring and are not dependent on
the type of breaker in the panel. They are also easily accessible and have a level of familiarity with users with the TEST and RESET buttons that
are also present on GFCI outlets.

Does the AFCI outlet require a neutral wire to work?
Yes, all outlets require a neutral wire to work.

Where can AFCI outlets be purchased?
The AFCI outlets are available through electrical distributors, retail and online merchants. Visit www.leviton.com and click "where to buy" for
more information.

Can an AFCI outlet and a GFCI outlet be used on the same circuit?
Yes, they both can be used on the same circuit.

Can AFCI outlets be used on the two wire circuits found in older homes?
Yes, AFCI outlets can be used in older homes that contain two wire circuits.

Can the same neutral wire be used for the installation of more than one AFCI outlet?
While OBC AFCI outlets can work with a shared neutral on the line side, please refer to specific code requirements regarding acceptable
methods for feeding an AFCI outlet. If you are unfamiliar with the function of a neutral wire, contact a licenses electrician.

How many outlets are protected downstream from an AFCI outlet?
All OBC AFCI outlets are rated as 20A feed-through. This means they can protect all outlets on both 15A and 20A branch circuits.
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